
Richard Gallen 
260 Fifth Ave., 
Nes York, WI 10001 

Dear Richard, 
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I 4Ppoolt I shoal-  d have realized that when a voice like David's, Peter's 

or Raphaela's did not answer the phone there had been changes. There have been 

with me, too. I'm much more feeble although my outliut surprises my friends in 

adhdeme. You may not recall that the weekend y6.11 and David went to GettysG 

burg T told you that I intended to spend the time that remains .to we perfecting 

the record for history to the degree that is possible. By how 	Perhaps 

12-15 book-length manuscripts. When I can I've been getting them retylped on 

a computer and dints aro on deposit with these friends, for the future, if 

there is the interest I think there will be in the future. Before getting back to 

the purpose of my call a word about the last of those completed (but rough) 

manuscripts. I had titled tt The Dark Side of Sy Hersh: Faking Kennedy. I changed 

it to a description I use in the text of the kind of writing Hersh resorts to in 

that book, to liersh-It Somrnalism: Faking Kenneqx.It has nothing about the assassi- 

nation in it, other than the assassination of Harsh, so to speak. When I told 

Dave Wrone at Wiscontsin to be g exi.ecting the disk it reminded him of sone- 
thing I'd written when "ersh's The aamson Option appeared that Jaye though I 

Should add as an epilogue. I'd just read it when you phoned and while I agree 

Davo and will add it it interferied with how clearil could ve been to 

you.[  fix i f d if ma /sr dei, gut an7/,'WfitztA-leAti A/1 

I hear from Hay from time to time. A friend who was with him last time we 

spoke, and he has been terribly ill, told me that his3peaking4b me brightened 

Ray up considerably. Be has been in teratnal ilhness for months and the state 

is keeping him that way, preventing what might save his life,a liver tfansplant. 

ThereziAlwhat may be a problem in C c7.; G having published the book te Ray's 

present counsel, 13111 Pepper. (To whom I offered all I have and he had no interest 

in what I think would have been very useful. Be took copies of some but I make 

all available without supervision and do not know what he copied when he was 

here or had a student get for him.) 

It is when Ray dies that there will be rekindled interest in him and when 

TV is nore likely to get interested in what can be done, what ex::.sts and is real, 

not the dream stuff and the erry(llason stuff. I had in mind, literally, talking 

it -Po David prefer:rabic) .:ith a camera prom which a TV special could come and 

for David to put it together after the tali' . 14.2p over. 

I lemma what I have, tf I can nig remember.  ftrari, and 1  know at leasisome 

of what I have done as aay's investigator (which caused .ercy Foreman to need' 
a TV studio with his makeup on when he heard for the first time he would face me) 



and I remember hopefully)enough of what,17got in the 'about 80,000 pages I got 
in an FOIA lawsYit the DJ stonewalled for a devade! 

it were to be done as a book only there are special problems and as an 
old friend to one I once regarded as ac- ear friend I must be honest. I can't 
safely go down to cry files in the basement, haven't for several years. Just 
about all the FOIA records are there, most of my own case files, and ally  I 
think of my ipe recordings. Which include an account by a former Ray counp 1 
of what he heard outside the door of the original 	who then 	a cart 

attack, the only reason Ray did not get his trial in 1969. (He had a heart 
condition and the lawyer recogniod the voice of an assistift DA who was axg4ing 

We got on discovery what we, Lear and-t, belieiVas the beginning of 
that judge, ($. Preston Isattle, writing  out an Rrder for a "newmitriAl. 	

AitaL41 
l'any little things like that,. ral t1.1.5' 't IN- 	0[4,4 ,-1J u,-(7-1'. 61( deoeetd 	<' 

I have the proof that the DJ got Ray extradietld by false swearingin the 
ba4ement, with an adfidavit it knew was false, and tat ope affidavit w the 

j  
basis for the extradition. Ailf.te4if '11 liat. 4../1-1 0;1,41)41/  0-14' r 

I have the transcripts of what did not interest Tepper, the evidentiary hear- 
ing that my first investigation got and then the investigation for that hearing 
at whic.) the jade() did, as judges can and do do, decided against the weight 
of the evddence. 

I have what I think would have walked lay if there had been a trial. 
.And I think it could make exciting TV, especially with an AK of almost 85 

doing itand sitting with cap left high enough so the bloof will return, as I am 
not sitting and typing. 

-y nerveseionee were like steels. They are not now, and my blood pressure, 
for 	tims in all those years, wants to get high from time to time. The 
poplins cardiologist reduced some of thtedication with the understanding that 
I'll have the blood pressure taken weekly here, and I do. (You see shOuld see 
the array of medications now! It is not unusual for them to cost 050 a month, 
but they are working!) I do not know how I'd react to a deadline pressure on 
a book or to what seems to go with getting a book published these days. 

I know what exists, what can be done. I an not confident about what with 
pressures and problems I would be able to do. What exists can make a helluva 
boom and exceitional TV but with luck on the‘SIth of next month I'll be 85, and 
that alone reflects one kind of problem.,

te  what I've survived is another, and what  a 
has happened in the fast that I vould not want to face again is' still another 
leroblem. 

Aside from the pictures that dry st and can be gotten I have a fair 
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amount of evidence I can lay my hands on, the FBI's, (rind a fair collection of 

some hairy documents. Like Hoover telling AG Rams1.4=ark that be wants to 

tape the Ray fami6-  phones and that if thee get caught and it exculpates Ray 

it is still worth it.I have in my office part of what I'd intended as a working 

file on the book I'd planned and then laid aside for more JFK assassination work. 

There is another consideration, the effect on book buyers interested in 
/ 

the assassinations of the desperation of the market with all sorts of trash and 

worse than trash, the crazy stuff that ti,begie with sold. I guess 	just 

got a belly full. By the way, I got a high percentage of letters fro 

open, at least 500, and some of them are the finest I've ever gotten, and most 

of them thanked me for not theorizing, not playing Perry f aeon, for sticking to 

fact and evidence.) 

Bowever, what I have in mind is the kind of thing 'Raver Stone would do only 

thin would be entiroly factual. (No, he won't talk to me or have anything to do 

with me, I think.) I think it would do best first—person. Which it is anyway. 

I think also it would have a powerful pulltto those opposing capital punish-

ment, particularly because it was "ing who was killed, such a man. 

ail can't help. She need a hip replacement, has trouble walking, even getting 

out of a chair, and uses the walker prescribed for both of us. (Until she started 

using her walker, I used to get laugho by noting his and her canes.) I know of no 

college student who is as good as that wonderful Helen gilson you provided some 

years ego but from the cOmmunity college knight find one who took its paralegal 

course who is not corking and could be a gofer and typist.Retypist. 
that As I told you, I have no interest in vanity publication and I do not have tele 

hirof ego. In recent years I've turned TV down rather than be part of what I do 
not want any association with. This means I have no interest in publication of a 

rn book that nothing is done to sell. Or in chages about which I'm not consulted, as 
in e]iminating the subtitle of NEVER AGAIN! from the cover and with that denying 

browsers any indication of the content. If a siNgle review copy of anything of 

mine that C & G published was given out I've no knowledge of itens I told you, 

when t offered to pay for copies to try to use with the pre4ix letterdwere 
ignored.With a little attention that book could have done OK, as I doubt it did. 
But I'M not now prepared to face no publisher effort with a book. 

One I think could be import iint, could do well with an effort and with the 

editing that ',mould be required. It is not the JFK assassination, the field of which 

has been tainted and is of special sensitivity to the government and hen°e to 

those 	who who are sensitive tt) government interests. 



--- 
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I'm trying to be informative, to let you know what I think you should aeout 
the problems that come to mind. 	may not be all. That is why I enclose the 
two medical statement, the summary pus when iidopkins discharged me, reflecting 
what was tented there, and an added explanation for "odicate , which had declined 
to pay for the ambulance that saved my life. 

I'm going to look for an agent on Hersh-It journalism.  I have in mind the 
• wee 

womaniirhia had been connected with Teddy Kennedy. Esther Newmler of something like 
with, the agency International somethingorother. The chances are not very good 
there but she is of a Keepedy past and it may give her some ideas. She began as 
Hersh'iLagent and withdrew. Hersh was a G8ebbels. I picked up signs of that in 
what Wrone just sent me that I did years ago. And if she is not turned off to 
begin with, whether efor not she is willing to represent, she might be a good 
person te let know what there is put aside for the future. 

I do think the Uorsh book, with decent editing and the elimination if 
unneeded repetition, ceuld do very well. Ther9are tha—t many peopeirom my 

----7 
mail, men love JFK still. (Kest of thos+he wrote me about Case Openftent out 
of their way to tell me how young they were when he was assassinated, that 
they had not been born or what class they were in in school. A recent one said 
he'd rather meii:t me tile the president and then he sent b a 1 iter of fine 

1-ede teeee' Ty" 	elate 
But slue, I can t drink anytIdne straight any more. 	r wee't take it. 

I think there is a good market for a book defending Kennedy and 1  hope i I 
can gefthat woman's addriis she thinks so, too. I tell you this for more than 
letting you know bet also because you may know someone who eight be willing to 
be the agent or a publisher who might be welling to make an effort with it. 

I havy the transcrupts but not the exhibit's of what we introduced in the 
evidentiary hearing. "esar has the exhibits. Believe it for not, we found in the 
sheriff's offioe, he and I, et=:discovery alone and eimited to two days, 
instructions from the Justliee °enartment ca how to deny ilay his most essential 
legal rights, privacy with his lawyers. The orders were to intercept and copy 
even his letters to and from his lawyers. lie got a couple of them. Even when he 
urotlithe judge they intercepted and copied it and we got a copy oftat. I was 
under threeets by the State and had to et myself a lawyer. (gas had never 
appeared before a 4ury and lie got a letter from the Supreme L4r about a case 
he's to n thefo wet it was torn open crudely before he got it. They played rough. 
But te makes a good story. I even got weak ,might be a soeution by the most unusual 

A 
means, from a pail who had been with the Uhion down there and was really drunk, 

I 

in which he identified the man he believed behind the assassination. Then I got Ike JgAiree 



A.b/A9 from the FBI in that FOIA lawsuit. It had done nothing about that lead. Aich 

1  does more than me.,cly make ens°. That men has DJ connections in what had been 

a very enzational case. What he did for the DJ got some 25 charges, two capital, 

dismissed. I have the rap sheet. Oh, if there were only time! There is so much! 

If a publisher willikg to Mole an effort were to go for what could again 

be called FraehLUp, I have a friend who is about an hour a way who was with 

Unsolved ilysteries and was working in a sequely to his master's thesis with which 

I'd helped him, a JFK documentary that won the CINE Golden Eagle. Night ask him 

about the taping for TV, to be edited 1.9r TV. 

lest I heard Uay was in a coma. I think every living member of his family 

would be willing  to praise me and what I did and express confidence in me. A 

sister, a brother-in-law and two brothers. 

Best teal', 


